Interior Design Cover Letter Sample 1
Sarah Pruitt
4455 Village Square Street, Town Valley, Indiana 10994
576 - 457 - 7685 (Home)
sarah.pruitt@email.com
July 27, 2018
Ms. Lisa Holmes
Interior Designer
Frostway Interior Design
315 E. Ventador Street, Town Valley, Indiana 10994
Dear Ms. Holmes,
I noticed your job listing on Indeed.com, and I would like to apply for the position of Interior
Designer at Frostway Interior Design. My education and training in the industry make me an
ideal candidate for this position. I feel that I could hit the ground running with Frostway and
benefit your company immediately. Also, as an entry-level designer, I know that I can grow into
the exact employee your company needs in the long run.
As of now, I am an assistant designer at Cardigan Brothers Construction. I help the main interior
designer with every aspect of a design project, from putting together the plan to putting the
finishing touches. I have developed my skills here significantly, but I hope to find a position with
a company that focuses more on contemporary styles and rendering. Frostway seems to be that
company, and I feel I can develop much quicker in that type of environment.
At Cardigan Brothers, my greatest accomplishment has been my ability to improvise when sales
and projects don’t play out as planned. I have received a great deal of praise from managers, coworkers, and clients for my resilience when day-to-day dilemmas occur. In fact, there have been
several situations in which I’ve still received 5-star reviews even after project delays or other
issues. As a result, I feel that I can offer Frostway a consistent and resilient personality for
keeping clients and coworkers happy.
Of course, my education has also played a large role in my professional life. My bachelor’s
degree in art has taught me as much about life as it has interior design; I wouldn’t be who I am
today without the philosophical side of my education. I can find beauty in all things, including
the challenges that must be overcome on a daily basis in the industry of construction and interior
design.
I have no doubt that I am an ideal candidate for the Interior Designer position at Frostway
Interior Design. Though my specific background lies more on the construction side of the
industry, my education and personal skill set make me a versatile candidate for all things design.

I would love the opportunity to meet with you in person to discuss my qualifications further.
Thank you for your time, and I hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
Sarah Pruitt

